Exhibit Goal Sheet
Use this sheet to accompany your fair exhibit on judging day. After fair include this sheet with your
project record keeping for project completion recognition. This sheet is also available from the
website at: http://www.extension.iastate.edu/hancock/hancockcounty_districtfair

Project Area: Visual Arts

Class: 10350

Name: 3D Wall art goal sheet Example

Club:

Current Year: 2019

Grade Just Finished:

Years enrolled in project including this year:

My goal:
What did you plan to learn or do?
 To learn how to make a 3D wall art.
 Maybe you wanted to learn about shadows? Or how colors go together? Or how 3D
changes the way art looks?
What I did in achieving my goal (in steps): What steps did you take to learn or do
this? What decisions did you make in accomplishing your goal?
1. I picked out three accent colors and one light and one dark color for my paper. Tell about
what colors you picked and why you pick them.
2. The 3D shapes were precut as a part of the workshop.
3. I drew a design on a piece of paper and thought about how I wanted to arrange my
shapes.
4. We folded and taped the folded shapes into triangles. I had to be careful to line the tape
up with the paper and not use too much or have it fold over the edges too much.
5. I laid out the shapes and looked at it from many different angles to make sure I like the
placement of all the shapes.
6. We glued the shapes onto the canvas using hot glue or glue dots. I had to be careful to
put the hot glue where it wouldn’t be seen and pick all the strings away.

What I learned:

What were the most important things you learned?

I learned that it looked better when you make sure the lines are lined up and all go in the
same direction. This helps lead your eye to naturally follow the line and not be distracted.
Having different hues of the same color added some dimension and helped with the unity of
the project. Painting the white canvas gave the negative space a pop of color and really
changed the way tone of the completed project.

